THE MATHEMATICAL. GAZETTE a self-descriptive string if, for 0 Q i Q N -1, i occurs precisely a, times in the string. We leave it to the reader to show that there are no self-descriptive strings for N < 3. It is also straightforward (but tedious) to show that the above strings are the only self-descriptive ones for N = 4 or 5. To make the work easier one can answer the following question first:
. Answer Just 1. For if this sum is at least 2, then at least 2 of the terms in the string must be chosen from n,n + 1,. . ., N-1. Also, to keep the total a, + 2 4 + --+ (N -l)aN-, equal to N these two terms of at least n must be a,, a, or a,. But then N = a , + a, + -+ a , -, ) n + n + a , + a,,, + -+ a N -, ) 2 n + 2 > N which is a contradiction.
Question
On the other hand, if a, + Q , ,~ + e + =0, then each of a,, a,, l,. . ., a,-, is 0 and so a, (= number of zeros in the string) is at least n and a4 # 0, which gives another contradiction 0 = a, + a,,, + * * * + 2 acb > 0. . ., a,-l). Hence, as the r non-zero terms include u, and a,-,,
Therefore f -5r + 2 < 0, which means that r < 4 as claimed.
So there are precisely 4 non-zero terms in our self-descriptive string.
It follows that a, = N -4. We've also seen that a, 2 n. Hence n < N -4 and so N27. So, for a start, there are no self-descriptive strings for Problem I A rod is cut at random into three pieces. What is the probability that the three pieces may be reassembled to form a triangle? (G. Haigh's 'Glass rod' problem.)
